ANNA UNIVERSITY
Approved FDTP on
“DISCRETE TIME SYSTEMS AND
SIGNAL PROCESSING”
(Subject Code: EE-6403)
8th - 14th December 2014

REGISTRATION FORM

Name :
Qualification :
Designation :
Department :
Name of the Institution :
Institution Affiliated to Anna University: Yes/No
Communication Address :
Contact Number :
E-mail :

Date: Signature of the applicant

DECLARATION
The information furnished by me is true to the best of my knowledge. I agree to abide by the rules and regulations governing the FDTP. If selected, I shall attend the program for the entire duration.

Date:
Place:
Signature of the Applicant

SPONSORSHIP

Dr/Mr/Ms…………………………………………………………
……………………………………………is an employee of our institution/Organization is hereby permitted to attend the FDTP, approved by Anna University for “EE- 6403- Discrete time systems and Signal Processing”, if selected.

Date:
Place:
Signature of the HOD/Principal

Registration form can also be sent by E mail to: samidurai.eee@prathyusha.edu.in
jayasankar.eee@prathyusha.edu.in

Cell No: 9788326123 / 9626929314

SEVEN DAYS FDTP
ON
“DISCRETE TIME SYSTEMS AND
SIGNAL PROCESSING”
(SUBJECT CODE: EE-6403)

DECEMBER 8-14, 2014

CO-ORDINATORS
Dr.K SAMIDURAI
Dr.K.C.JAYASANKAR

APPROVED BY
ANNA UNIVERSITY
CHENNAI

ORGANIZED BY
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

PRATHYUSHA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
ARANVOYALKUPPAM, POONAMALLEE-TIRUVALLUR ROAD, TIRUVALLUR - 602025
www.prathyusha.edu.in
ABOUT THE INSTITUTION

Prathyusha Institute of Technology and Management, Chennai popularly known as PITAM is the brain child of the well known industrialist and philanthropist Shri. P. Raja Rao, the founder and Chairman of the Governing Board of the College. PITAM is a self-financed Telugu Minority Institution approved by AICTE, affiliated to Anna University, accredited by NBA and a recipient of ISO certification. The college offers 7 UG courses and 7 PG Courses. PITAM has well furnished ICT Class rooms, state of the art laboratories and modern seminar hall in each department. The central computing Lab on par with IT Industry standards have very unique facilities. The Central Library is well equipped with modern facilities and resources in the form of NPTEL connectivity, CD-ROMs, Online databases, books, e-journals etc.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

The Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering was established in the year 2001 along with the inception of the college. It currently offers 4 year full- time Bachelor degree programme in EEE and Two year full-time Master degree programme in Power Electronics and Drives. In accordance with the intake sanctioned by AICTE, New Delhi, the department admits 120 and 18 students to U.G and P.G programmes every year respectively.

It has 28 members of highly qualified and well experienced Faculty. All the laboratories are equipped with adequate physical and human infrastructure. Latest software tools viz., MATLAB, PSCAD, ETAP, PSpice, LabVIEW etc., are provided in the laboratories.

ABOUT THE FDTP

The FDTP is approved by Anna University, Chennai. All the 5-units in the syllabus of “EE-6403- Discrete time systems and Signal processing” will be covered.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED


REGISTRATION FEE

The course is offered by the Anna University, Chennai with free of cost to the faculty members of Anna University, Chennai and its affiliated colleges. The registration form can be downloaded from college web site, www.prathyusha.edu.in. The number of registration is restricted to 25, with first come first basis. No TA/DA will be provided. The participants can use the college bus for transportation. Hostel accommodation will be provided to outstation participants on prior request. Food and refreshments will also be provided to all the participants at free of cost.

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

CHIEF PATRON:  Prof.Dr.M.Rajaram
Vice-Chancellor, Anna University, Chennai

PATRON:  Dr.S.Ganesan
Registrar, Anna University, Chennai

CHAIR:  Dr.D.Mohan
Director, CFD
Dr.D.Sridharan
Addl. Director, CFD

Co-ORDINATORS:  Dr.K. Samidurai,
Professor, EEE Dept
Dr.K.C.Jayasankar,
Assoc. Professor, EEE Dept

VENUE:  Seminar Hall,
EEE Department, PITAM

IMPORTANT DATES

- Last date for the receipt of applications: 04.12.2014
- Intimation of selection : 05.12.2014
- Confirmation by Participants : 06.12.2014